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Bluesign gives access to its verified chemical
products for free
Bluesign will now offer free access to its web-based bluesign® FINDER, the most
comprehensive chemical products positive list.
The bluesign® FINDER includes over 12,000 third-party verified commercially available textile
dyes and auxiliaries out of more than 25,000 evaluated chemical products. The web-based
bluesign® FINDER shows the latest data on chemical products from more than 170 chemical
suppliers, all following a responsible care approach with excellent knowledge of product
stewardship and demonstrating outstanding environmental and occupational health & safety
performance.
All chemicals registered in the bluesign® FINDER, the world's first and most comprehensive
positive list of commercially available chemical products, have passed the bluesign® CHEMICAL
ASSESSMENT. They comply with the bluesign® SYSTEM BLACK LIMITS (BSBL) limits, and meet
the highest requirements for product stewardship including on-site assessment of the chemical
supplier.
Another powerful service from Bluesign to drive a sustainable switch to safer chemicals in textile
manufacturing is now available for free.
About bluesign technologies ag
The bluesign® SYSTEM is the key to sustainable textile production. It eliminates harmful
substances right from the beginning of the manufacturing process as well as sets and controls
standards for an environmentally friendly and safe production. This not only ensures that the final
textile product meets very stringent consumer safety requirements worldwide, but also provides
confidence to the consumer in acquiring a sustainable product.
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bluesign technologies ag was founded in 2000. Since then, the bluesign ® SYSTEM has been
adopted by worldwide leading textile and accessory manufacturers. Various significant key players
in the chemical and machine industry rely on the bluesign ® SYSTEM. Well-known brands in the
outdoor, sportswear, and fashion industry rely on the extensive knowledge that bluesign
technologies ag provides worldwide.
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